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March 26, 2020 
 
 
Attn: All CVPH Exchange; All Physicians 
 
Not surprisingly, increasing numbers of individuals at our hospital have chosen to wear scrubs at work rather than 
street clothes recently.  Almost certainly, the rationale for choosing scrubs is the thought that there is less risk of 
contaminating street clothes and therefore less risk of transmitting COVID-19 infection to family members when 
individuals return home to launder their clothes.  Unintentionally, this has led to a progressively increasing 
shortage of scrubs throughout the hospital as many of these items are never returned and in fact there is a real 
concern that some of them are being simply discarded after being worn only one day.  While the argument made 
for wearing scrubs may be appealing, I think it is imperative to point out that the risk of contaminating street 
clothes in any significant way is minimal if  PPE as recommended by both the CDC and World Health Organization is 
worn appropriately. 
 
To review, both the CDC and WHO advise that the following PPE items are needed to provide care to PUIs or 
COVID-19 confirmed patients:  

 masks (surgical vs N95 – depending on the specifics of care provided-see above) 

 goggles or face shields  

 gowns  

 gloves  
 
Please note scrubs are not part of the PPE recommended for protecting health care workers or their families 
according to either of these guidelines.  Also, realize there is absolutely no data to suggest wearing surgical scrubs 
is superior to wearing standard PPE as recommended in these organizations guidelines. Nonetheless it is certainly 
acceptable for anyone to wear their own personal (third party) scrubs (blue, brown) if they so choose.  Please also 
keep in mind that COVID-19 is transmitted mostly by droplet inhalation. Contact transmission is thought to play 
only a minor role, with the important exception of contaminated hands, where obviously handwashing is critical to 
prevent ongoing transmission.  
 
Also, remember the virus is efficiently killed by regular soap and water (which is in fact superior to hand sanitizer) 
therefore, normal laundering of street clothing will effectively kill this virus.  Again, barring gross contamination, if 
PPE has been at appropriately worn, there should be negligible virus on street clothing in the first place. 
 
Remember that all PPE (regardless of the organism) is worn with intention of protecting the HCP. It is essential that 
each HCP put on (donning) and taking off (doffing) PPE appropriately to prevent contamination, followed by hand 
hygiene.  
 
Please feel free to call with questions or concerns.  You may contact infection control at 7477. I can also be 
reached personally on my pager 574-5609 or by cell phone 802-233-0146 24/7. Thanks for listening. 
 

Keith Collins, MD 
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